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Background. The prevention of depression is a key public health policy priority. PredictD is the first risk algorithm for
the prediction of the onset of major depression. Our aim in this study was to model the cost-effectiveness of PredictD in
depression prevention in general practice (GP).

Method. A decision analytical model was developed to determine the cost-effectiveness of two approaches, each of
which was compared to treatment as usual (TAU) over 12 months: (1) the PredictD risk algorithm plus a low-intensity
depression prevention programme; and (2) a universal prevention programme in which there was no initial identification
of those at risk. The model simulates the incidence of depression and disease progression over 12 months and calculates
the net monetary benefit (NMB) from the National Health Service (NHS) perspective.

Results. Providing patients with PredictD and a depression prevention programme prevented 15 (17%) cases of
depression in a cohort of 1000 patients over 12 months and had the highest probability of being the optimal choice at
a willingness to pay (WTP) of £20000 for a quality-adjusted life year (QALY). Universal prevention was strongly
dominated by PredictD plus a depression prevention programme in that universal prevention resulted in less QALYs
than PredictD plus prevention for a greater cost.

Conclusions. Using PredictD to identify primary-care patients at high risk of depression and providing them with a
low-intensity prevention programme is potentially cost-effective at a WTP of £20000 per QALY.
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Introduction

Reducing the prevalence of depression is a major
public health challenge (Goldberg & Huxley, 1992).
Depression has a significant impact on individuals
and is associated with increased mortality and im-
paired social functioning (Cassano & Fava, 2002). It
also results in significant costs to the health-care sys-
tem and the economy. It was estimated that, in the
year 2000, the annual National Health Service (NHS)
cost of treating depression in England was £370 million
(Thomas & Morris, 2003). The impact of depression
on the lives of people who suffer from it, and on
their families and friends, the NHS and the economy,
means that prevention of depression is a key public
health policy priority (HM Government, 2010).

Until now there has been no valid mechanism to
identify people at risk of depression and provide
them with prevention strategies. Previous cost-
effectiveness analyses have focused predominantly on
assisting patients who present with subthreshold
depression, that is depressive symptoms that fall
short of a depression diagnosis (Smit et al. 2006; Spek
et al. 2008; Mihalopoulos et al. 2011), or screening to
identify otherwise undiagnosed cases of depression
and providing treatment (Valenstein et al. 2001;
van den Berg et al. 2011). The use of low-intensity
interventions to reduce the risk of major depression
has generally been found to be both clinically and
cost effective (Smit et al. 2006; Spek et al. 2008;
Mihalopoulos et al. 2011; van den Berg et al. 2011).
However, there has been no study of prevention for
patients who are at risk of developing depression
using a validated prediction algorithm.

Efforts at prevention have been hampered by lack
of a reliable mechanism for identifying patients at
risk of depression. PredictD is the first risk algorithm
for the prediction of the onset of major depression.
The algorithm was developed from 39 risk factors
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for depression in 5216 European general practice (GP)
attendees who were not depressed at recruitment,
including 1131 subjects from the UK (King et al.
2008). It was externally validated in 1732 patients
in Chile who were not depressed at the time of re-
cruitment. The risk algorithm contains nine factors
(country, age, sex, educational level achieved, lifetime
screen for depression, family history of psychological
difficulties, physical health and mental health sub-
scale scores on the 12-item Short Form Health Survey
(SF-12; Jenkinson et al. 1997), unsupported difficulties
in paid or unpaid work, and experiences of discrimi-
nation), which together provide an overall risk score.
Those whose scores lie above the PredictD risk score
threshold are considered to be at high risk of develop-
ing major depression in the next 12 months (King et al.
2008).

Decision analytical models use the best available
information from a range of sources to estimate the
costs and consequences of a particular intervention
or policy, providing they take into account the
uncertainty associated with the variables contained
in the model (Akehurst et al. 2000). We modelled the
cost-effectiveness of two approaches to depression pre-
vention in GP attendees over 12 months compared
to treatment as usual (TAU): (1) the PredictD risk
algorithm plus a low-intensity prevention programme;
(2) a universal prevention programme in which
there was no initial identification of those at risk. Our
principal difficulty was that there were no trial data
available on the effectiveness of depression pre-
vention programmes used in conjunction with a risk
algorithm. Instead, we used the results of a meta-
analysis of depression prevention programmes by
Cuijpers et al. (2008) to calculate the probability that
a risk prediction algorithm plus prevention pro-
gramme for those at high risk is cost-effective com-
pared to TAU over 12 months.

Method

Patient sample

Our model used a hypothetical baseline sample
that we assumed had the same characteristics as a ran-
domly selected sample of 1000 adults per treatment
arm (over 18 years of age) attending GPs in the UK,
with no current diagnosis of depression. The character-
istics were considered to be the same as those of the
1131 patients (mean age 52 years; 66.3% female) in
the original UK PredictD sample (King et al. 2008).
The model assumes that patients are randomly allo-
cated to one of the two intervention arms or the TAU
arm so that 1000 patients who are representative of
the adult primary-care population with no current

diagnosis of depression enter each arm. The time hor-
izon of the model is 12 months, a period of time in
which the most reliable information on the progression
of depression is available.

Risk algorithm (PredictD) plus prevention
programme

The 1000 patients are given the risk algorithm PredictD
to complete, with the assistance of a primary-care
nurse who calculates their PredictD risk score.
Patients who score above the PredictD threshold
for risk of depression are then directed towards a low-
intensity depression prevention programme such as
bibliotherapy, online cognitive behaviour therapy
(CBT) or group therapy. Patients who score below
the risk threshold on PredictD are not directed towards
a prevention programme.

Universal prevention

In universal prevention the whole population of in-
terest, in this case GP attendees with no diagnosis of
depression, are given access to or referred to an inter-
vention without any screening. The strategy is most
commonly used in the prevention of substance misuse
(EMCDDA, 2012) but has also been proposed for the
prevention of cardiovascular disease (Feenstra et al.
2011). It has the advantage that all patients at risk
are directed towards the intervention, with minimal
resources required for identification of patients, but
the disadvantage that it is less targeted. All 1000
patients are directed towards a low-intensity preven-
tion programme, such as online CBT or bibliotherapy,
without any assessment of their risk of depression.

TAU

Patients in the TAU group do not complete the risk
algorithm or receive prevention. In all groups it is
assumed that any patient who develops major
depression will receive TAU from their GP, which
might include prescription medication or referral to
psychological therapies.

Effectiveness of depression prevention programmes

There are no studies on the effectiveness of depression
prevention programmes given to patients identified
as being at high risk of developing depression by a
risk algorithm. A meta-analysis by Cuijpers et al.
(2008) of depression prevention programmes for
people identified as having a high risk of major
depression through other mechanisms, for example
subthreshold depression or life events that increase
the risk of depression, found that prevention pro-
grammes reduced the risk of developing depression
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by 22%. We calculated the odds ratio (OR) of develop-
ing depression from the meta-analysis (Cuijpers et al.
2008) and used the methodology set out in Briggs
et al. (2006) separately for patients identified as at
risk of depression and for universal programmes.

Measuring outcomes

The outcome measure used in the model was
quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). QALYs represent
both the quality and quantity of health-related quality
of life (HRQoL), quality being measured by utility
scores. A utility score of 1 represents perfect health
and a utility score of 0 death; negative values, repre-
senting states worse than death, are possible. QALYs
are the recommended outcome for use in economic
evaluations in the UK, as they are a common unit
that allows for comparable decisions about resource
allocation across different health conditions. In the
UK, the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) recommends that QALYs are calcu-
lated using utility scores generated by the Euroqol
EQ-5D, a five-item, self-rated instrument covering
mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort
and anxiety/depression (Kendrick et al. 2006; NICE,
2008).

Patients who were not depressed were assumed
to have the utility of the general population of 0.86
(Kind et al. 1999). A search of the three databases of
the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD,
2012) for studies with ‘depressed’ or ‘depression’ in
the title and ‘EQ-5D’ in the text identified only two
studies with UK EQ-5D utility scores for depression.
A further two studies were identified from a system-
atic review (Peasgood et al. 2012). Utility scores for
depressed and recovered patients were calculated
from a weighted average from four UK trials (Peveler
et al. 2005; Kendrick et al. 2006; Mann et al. 2009;
Hollinghurst et al. 2010).

Cost perspective

We modelled cost-effectiveness from the perspective
of the NHS. Several sources were used to estimate
NHS costs, using the 2010–2011 financial year as the
base year. In instances where the standard error had
not been reported, we assumed that it was equal to
the mean, as recommended by Briggs et al. (2006).

Cost of risk algorithm

The cost of a primary-care nurse completing the risk
algorithm for 1000 patients was based on Personal
Social Services Research Unit (PSSRU) costs for a GP
nurse taking 15min to administer the risk algorithm
once to each patient. Training costs were calculated

based on the estimate that it would cost £2000 to
train enough primary-care nurses to complete the risk
algorithm for 1000 patients.

Cost of prevention programme

We assumed that the cost per patient of the prevention
programme is likely to be between £0, representing
freely available, online CBT (MoodGYM, 2010), and
£200, similar to the highest cost per patient of imple-
menting the computerized CBT package Beating the
Blues (Kaltenthaler et al. 2002). Group therapy and bib-
liotherapy are likely to fall between these values, group
therapy costing £140 per attendee if 10 sessions are
attended (Curtis, 2012) and bibliotherapy potentially
costing between £1 and £5 per patient.

Cost of depression treatment

Treatment costs were calculated using published
results to calculate the percentage of UK primary-care
patients who receive prescription medication, psycho-
logical assistance or no treatment for depression
(Weich et al. 2007). Hospital Episode Statistics (HES)
for 2010–2011 combined with statistics on the prev-
alence of depression were used to estimate the per-
centage of patients who receive treatment from sec-
ondary care, that is in- and out-patient visits (HSCIC,
2011). Costs were calculated using the most recent
NHS Reference Costs, PSSRU data, and data from the
NHS Information Centre (DH PbR team, 2011; Curtis,
2012; HSCIC, 2012). A weighted average annual cost
per patient to treat depression was calculated by mul-
tiplying the proportion of patients who access each
type of treatment by the average annual cost of the
treatment.

Treatment costs were calculated for patients in pre-
vention and TAU arms for patients in the depressed
state for the full 3, 6, 9 or 12 months that they were
in the depressed state.

Description of model

The model used a decision tree (Fig. 1a) and a simple
Markov model that simulates disease progression
over 12 months (Fig. 1b). The Markov disease pro-
gression model is composed of three states: no major
depression, depressed and recovered (Fig. 1b). Each
model cycle represents 3 months and the model was
run for 12 months (four cycles). All patients start in
the ‘no major depression’ state and every 3 months
either move to the next state or remain in the same
state. Patients can spend 3, 6, 9 or 12 months in any
of the three states. The rate of movement to each of
the states, the transition probability, was determined
in both models using previous reported rates of
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depression and recovery in a similar population over
12 months (Bottomley et al. 2010). The 6-month rates
reported in Bottomley et al. (2010) were converted to
3-month rates and then translated into transition prob-
abilities by calculating 1 minus the exponential of the
3-month probability.

For the PredictD plus prevention arm, the pro-
portion of people identified as at risk of depression
who would go on to develop depression if TAU only
is provided and the OR of developing depression
after receiving a prevention programme compared to
TAU determine the proportion of patients who move
from no depression into the depressed state.

In the universal prevention arm, the proportion
of patients who go on to develop depression over
12 months is determined by the 1-year incidence
of depression (Bottomley et al. 2010) and the OR for
universal depression prevention programmes (Cuijpers
et al. 2008).

The TAU group do not complete the risk algorithm,
receive no preventative intervention and progress
through to depression at an incidence rate that
would be expected in the general primary-care popu-
lation (King et al. 2008).

Because of the inevitability of false positives in the
risk algorithm, a proportion of patients who receive
prevention do so even though they would not have
developed depression in the next 12 months. This is
calculated based on the known specificity of PredictD
(King et al. 2008).

As the time horizon for the model is 12 months, no
discounting of costs or utilities has been included in
the analysis. All yearly costs and utilities have been

divided by four before being incorporated into the
model so that they represent 3 months’ worth of
costs and QALYs.

The analysis was conducted using Microsoft Excel
2010.

Cost-effectiveness analysis

We calculated the total costs and QALYs for the two
prevention groups and TAU over 12 months from the
NHS perspective. A probabilistic sensitivity analysis
(PSA) was conducted to calculate the cost-effectiveness
of each group using the net monetary benefit (NMB)
approach, as described in Briggs et al. (2006). NMB
is calculated as the total QALYs per arm, multiplied
by a given willingness to pay (WTP) for a QALY,
minus the total cost of the programme. NMBs were
used to generate cost-effectiveness acceptability curves
(CEACs). The CEACs are a summary of the proportion
of times each option has the highest NMB for a given
WTP for a QALY. All results are based on 10000
simulations.

Sensitivity analysis

The meta-analysis includes prevention studies from
a range of patient groups and treatment locations.
Given that PredictD was developed for GP attendees,
we conducted an analysis comparing TAU with the
combined OR for prevention programmes, where
patients were recruited from GP patient lists only.

Cuijpers et al. (2008) observed some heterogeneity in
their meta-analysis and therefore conducted some sub-
group analyses. They found that interpersonal therapy

(a) 

(b) 

No major depression Depressed Recovered 

Fig. 1. (a) Decision tree describing the three treatment arms and (b) Markov model of patients moving between no major
depression, depressed and recovered states, as represented by the arrows.
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(IP) was significantly more effective than other types of
therapy. We conducted a PSA where the OR for IP is
modelled separately.

To explore the relationship between the cost per
patient of the prevention programme and its effective-
ness at preventing depression, we calculated the maxi-
mum that a programme could cost for a given OR, if a
decision maker is willing to pay £20000 per QALY
gained. This was calculated using the goal seek com-
mand in Excel 2010 and for 100 repetitions of each
OR from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.01 using the PSA
model.

Two additional PSAs were run to calculate the NMB
and number of cases of depression prevented for the
different PredictD risk score thresholds. The PredictD
threshold of 0.133 (specificity 0.8, sensitivity 0.506) is
the baseline value used in the model, as recommended
by King et al. (2008). The higher two UK thresholds
used in the two additional PSAs are 0.154 (specificity
of 0.85, sensitivity of 0.458) and 0.183 (specificity of
0.9, sensitivity of 0.373).

The base case model was run with the assumption
that all patients in the universal prevention arm access
the prevention programme. To test what impact differ-
ent assumptions about the percentage of patients
accessing universal screening would have on the
NMB, we ran 100 repetitions of the PSA model for
each percentage point increase in patients accessing
universal screening, from 0% to 100%. A further analy-
sis was run that included a half cycle correction, so that
half the patients in the depression state had the costs
and disutility associated with depression for half of
the cycle and the other half for the full cycle.

Results

Table 1 summarizes the model inputs for the decision
tree and the Markov disease progression model.

Clinical and cost outcomes

Table 2 summarizes the costs and QALYs for the two
prevention strategies and TAU, per 1000 patients
over 1 year. Providing patients with PredictD and a
depression prevention programme for those at high
risk of depression prevented 15 cases of depression
and resulted in two more QALYs than TAU for an
additional cost to the NHS of £28823. Universal pre-
vention prevented eight cases of depression and
resulted in one additional QALY compared to TAU,
at an additional cost to the NHS of £85356. Universal
prevention was strongly dominated by PredictD and
a prevention programme, in that universal prevention
resulted in less QALYs at a higher cost.

NMB

From an NHS perspective, PredictD and a prevention
programme for patients at a high risk of depression
has the highest NMB at a WTP of £20000 per QALY
(Table 2). Fig. 2 shows the probability that each option
is the optimal choice for a given WTP for a QALY. At a
WTP of £20000 for a QALY, PredictD and a depression
prevention programme has a 63% probability that it is
the optimal choice compared to universal prevention
and TAU.

Studies recruiting GP patients

Two studies included in the meta-analysis recruited
patients from GP lists only. Both studies identified
patients at risk of depression and used a combination
of group sessions, bibliotherapy, face-to-face therapy
and telephone contact (Cuijpers et al. 2008). The com-
bined OR of the two studies was 0.6 [95% confidence
interval (CI) 0.3–1.2]. The total cost of giving non-
depressed GP attendees PredictD, directing those at
high risk towards a prevention programme and the
cost of treatment for patients who develop depression
was £56332 to prevent 18 cases of depression. PredictD
plus prevention has a 72% probability of being an opti-
mal choice if a decision maker is willing to pay £20000
for a QALY.

IP

Studies where the prevention programme was IP
had an OR of 0.13 (95% CI 0.04–0.42). If these studies
are excluded when calculating the OR for prevention
programmes, the new OR is 0.75 (95% CI 0.58–0.98).
The total cost of giving non-depressed GP attendees
PredictD, directing those at high risk towards IP
and the cost of treatment for patients who develop
depression was £49714 to prevent 39 cases of
depression, with an NMB of £16995 at a WTP of
£20000 for a QALY.

If IP studies are excluded when calculating the OR,
the total cost of giving non-depressed GP attendees
PredictD, directing those at high risk towards a pre-
vention programme and the cost of treatment for
patients who develop depression was £58435 to pre-
vent 11 cases of depression, with an NMB of £16902
at a WTP of £20000 for a QALY.

Cost of prevention programme versus effectiveness

Fig. 3 summarizes the maximum that a prevention pro-
gramme can cost for a given OR. Prevention pro-
grammes that prevent depression in 20% of people
identified as at high risk (OR of 0.8) need to cost less
than £75 per patient to be cost-effective at a threshold
of £20000 per QALY gained. Prevention programmes
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that prevent depression in less than 10% of patients
identified as being at high risk are unlikely to be cost-
effective as the required cost value is negative.

Varying risk prediction algorithm thresholds

By providing a depression prevention programme to
patients with a PredictD risk score above 0.154 (specifi-
city of 0.85, sensitivity of 0.458), 14 cases of depression
per 1000 patients are prevented over 12 months, with
an NMB of £16900. If the PredictD threshold 0.183
(specificity of 0.9, sensitivity of 0.373) is used, 11

cases of depression per 1000 patients are prevented
over 12 months at an NMB of £16904.

Percentage of patients accessing universal prevention

At a WTP to pay for a QALY gained of £20000 the
PredictD risk algorithm plus a prevention programme
for those identified as being at high risk remained
the option that had the highest probability of being
the optimal choice in all instances, unless less than
16% of patients offered universal screening accessed
it. If 15% of patients access universal screening, there
is a 47% probability that it is the optimal choice

Table 1. Estimates used to determine parameters for the decision model

Parameter
Distribution
for PSAa Value (S.E.) Source

Data for the decision tree
Depression incidence UK (%/year) Beta 8.8 (0.0084) King et al. 2008
Sensitivity Beta 0.506 (0.015) King et al. 2008
Specificity Beta 0.800 (0.012) King et al. 2008

Odds ratio (OR)
PredictD+prevention Log-normal 0.66 (0.15) Cuijpers et al. 2008
Universal prevention Log-normal 0.9 (0.15) Cuijpers et al. 2008

OR: sensitivity analysis
Studies recruiting from GPs only Log-normal 0.6 (0.35) Cuijpers et al. 2008
PredictD+IP Log-normal 0.14 (0.15) Cuijpers et al. 2008
PredictD+prevention IP excluded Log-normal 0.75 (0.13) Cuijpers et al. 2008

Transition rates Markov model
Depressed to recovered: months 0–6 Beta 0.18 Bottomley et al. 2010
Depressed to recovered: months 6–12 Beta 0.13

Utility
No major depression Beta 0.86 (0.004) Kind et al. 1999
Depression Beta 0.58 (0.015) Peveler et al. 2005; Kendrick et al. 2006;

Mann et al. 2009; Hollinghurst et al. 2010
Recovered Beta 0.79 (0.018) Kendrick et al. 2006

Risk algorithm costs
Cost of GP nurse (£/15min) Gamma 2.00 Curtis, 2012
Cost of training staff (£/patient) Gamma 2.00
Cost of prevention (£/patient) Gamma 100 Kaltenthaler et al. 2002; Peveler et al. 2005

Average cost of depression treatment weighted average (£/patient/year)
GP visits Gamma 161.64 Dunn et al. 1999; Weich et al. 2007;

Curtis, 2012
Prescription medication Gamma 17.93 Weich et al. 2007; HSCIC, 2012
Psychological assistance/CBT Gamma 137.09 Peveler et al. 2005; Weich et al. 2007;

Curtis, 2012
In-patient stays Gamma 21.60 DH PbR team, 2011; HSCIC, 2011
Out-patient visits Gamma 2.09 DH PbR team, 2011; HSCIC, 2011
Total average cost 340.35

PSA, Probabilistic sensitivity analysis; GP, general practice; IP, interpersonal therapy; CBT, cognitive behaviour therapy;
S.E., standard error.

a Distributions based on Bayesian statistics. Beta distribution: constrained on the interval 0 to 1. Log-normal distribution:
constrained on the interval 0 to positive infinity and is positively skewed (Briggs et al. 2006).
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compared to 41% for the risk algorithm plus preven-
tion and 12% for TAU.

Half cycle correction

When a half cycle correction is included in the model,
at a threshold of £20000 per QALY gained, PredictD
plus a prevention programme for those identified as
being at high risk continues to have the highest NMB
of £16933. TAU has an NMB of £16919 and a universal
prevention programme an NMB of £16856. The prob-
ability that PredictD plus a prevention programme is
the optimal choice is 3 percentage points lower than
the base-case scenario at 60%, at a WTP of £20000
per QALY gained.

Discussion

Identifying non-depressed GP attendees at risk of
depression using the algorithm PredictD and provid-
ing them with access to a depression prevention pro-
gramme is potentially more cost-effective than cur-
rent practice at a WTP for a QALY of £20000. It is
also likely to be more cost-effective than providing
all patients with a depression prevention programme
with no identification of risk.

Strengths and weaknesses

Although previous studies have examined the cost-
effectiveness of identifying undiagnosed cases of
depression or preventing depression in patients
considered to be at high risk due to subthreshold
depression or other clinical indicators, this is the first
study to examine whether using a risk prediction

algorithm, such as PredictD, to identify well people
who are at high risk of depression, and then offering
them a prevention programme, is cost-effective in
averting the onset of depression.

The model contains a degree of uncertainty because
it uses information from a variety of sources and is
based on several assumptions. The effectiveness of pre-
vention programmes was taken from a meta-analysis
that pooled the effectiveness of different types of de-
pression prevention programmes in different popu-
lation groups that might not be representative of the
GP population in the UK. Even when studies recruiting
from GP surgeries only or significantly different
studies were separated out, the conclusions remained
the same.

Although the PredictD study recruited only 44% of
the UK GP attenders asked to participate, compared
to mostly higher responses in the other six participat-
ing European countries (King et al. 2008), the risk
algorithm functioned with very similar accuracy across
all counties. Thus, despite this lower response, it seems
that the algorithm functions well and can be applied to
all GP attenders in the UK, as modelled here.

In the model presented here, we have not specified
what type of prevention programme is being im-
plemented. Instead, we have summarized the maxi-
mum potential cost of a prevention programme for
different levels of effectiveness, showing the wide
range of values possible. We assumed a point estimate
of the cost of the prevention programme of £100.
Assuming an OR of 0.66, and as long as the prevention
programme cost no more than £160 per patient
receiving it, then the risk algorithm plus prevention
programme was the most cost-effective option at a

Table 2. Clinical and cost outcomes from the model, where the yearly incidence of depression is 8.8% and the specificity and sensitivity
of PredictD are 80% and 50.6% respectively

Risk algorithm:
low intensity Universal TAU

Clinical outcomes (per 1000 patients)
Number given prevention programme 227 1000 –
Number depressed during 12 months 73 80 88
Number of cases of depression prevented 15 8 –
QALYs 849 847 846

Cost outcomes (£ per 1000 patients)
Cost of completing risk algorithm 13833 0 –
Total cost of prevention programme 19684 87507 –
Total cost of treatment for depression 22763 25307 27458
Total NHS costs 56281 112814 27458

NMB NHS costs (£ per patient)
£20000 per QALY 16918 16892 16898

TAU, Treatment as usual QALY, quality-adjusted life year; NHS, National Health Service; NMB, net monetary benefit.
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threshold of £20000 per QALY gained, all else being
equal. Additionally, in their meta-analysis, Cuijpers
et al. (2008) did not find any significant difference
between therapy types, except for IP. Although IP
was shown to be significantly more effective, these
results should be interpreted with caution, as they
are based on only three studies of specific groups
with short follow-up periods: two in postpartum
women with 3 months of follow-up and one in adoles-
cents with 6 months of follow-up. There were also only
two studies in the meta-analysis that used universal

prevention and neither of these was conducted in GP
surgeries. As a result, it is not clear how universal pre-
vention would function in GP surgeries, how feasible
the implementation would be, or what would be the
percentage of patients who would access the interven-
tion. We were able to test the last point and found that,
within reasonable limits, the percentage of patients
accessing universal prevention has limited impli-
cations for the findings. Furthermore, the model does
not make any estimates beyond 12 months. If the
effects of different interventions were to persist beyond

Fig. 2. Percentage of cases where each option has the highest net monetary benefit (NMB) compared to treatment as usual
(TAU): low-intensity interventions cost between £0 and £200 per patient (mean £100 and gamma distribution). QALY,
quality-adjusted life year.

Fig. 3. Maximum cost per patient for a prevention programme by odds ratio (OR). Willingness to pay (WTP) equals £20000
per quality-adjusted life year (QALY) gained.
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12 months, then we may have underestimated the
cost-effectiveness.

Implications

Our analysis suggests that prevention of depression
using a risk prediction algorithm such as PredictD in
general practice and offering people at risk a preven-
tion package is potentially cost-effective.
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